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• Simple, transparent and 
effective processes for 
global business

• Efficient and automated 
exchange of information

Objectives

• Global trade facilitation 
recommendations

• eBusiness standards 
• Guidelines

Key tools

• Public-Private 
Partnership                      
– over 500 experts

• Meet virtually practically 
every weeks 

Means

The regional 
dimension

The national 
dimension

The international 
dimension

Trade facilitation is discussed at 
three levels: all complementary

UN/CEFACT – UN Centre for Trade 
Facilitation and Electronic Business



Trade Facilitation

• Implementation of the WTO TFA (Feb
2017)

• UN/CEFACT, facilitating trade up to and 
beyond the measures of the WTO TFA

• The importance of all actors on the supply
chain

StandardizationSimplification Harmonization

Process of eliminating all 
unnecessary elements

and duplications in 
formalities, processes

and procedures

Alignment of national 
procedures, operations

and documents with
international 

conventions, standards 
and practices

Process of developing
internationally agreed

formats for practices and 
procedures, documents 

and information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Suggested speaking point:Ratification of the WTO TFA in February 2017 has provided a powerful boost to polical will to advance trade facilitation.UN/CEFACT has a large portfolio of standards and recommendations that can assist with the implementation of the WTO TFA.During this last period, UN/CEFACT has published several papers and standards that can help this implementation.UN/CEFACT continues its goal to promote and enable trade facilitation up to and beyond the measures of the WTO TFA.It is important to underline the key role of the private-sector economic operator in trade facilitation as the near totality of information in international trade originates in the private sector.



UN TFIG websitetfig.unece.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The UN Trade Facilitation Implementation Guide (TFIG) is available in five languages (Englihs, French, Russian, Spanish and Arabic), with 30,000 pages of content…This website showcases the work of UN/CEFACT as well as other participating standards organizations.�There have been over 6 million page views.This will be further revised over the coming months.



Sustainable Development Goals

• UN/CEFACT’s work touches on a number
of SDGs, but particular attention is being
given to:

• SDG 8 on decent work and economic growth
• SDG 10 on reduced inequalities
• SDG 12 on responsible production and 

consumption
• SDG 14 on life below water
• SDG 17 on partnerships for the goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The UN 2030 agenda, Sustainable Development Goals have been an integral part of UN/CEFACT’s strategy and Programme of Work for over three years already.Implementation of UN/CEFACT standards and or recommendations can assist countries to achieve many of these goals, but to name a few, particular attention is being brought to:SDG 12 on responsible production and consumption, with a number of standards – especially in our agriculture, agri-food and fisheries domain – on traceability and ensuring that the goods comply with all relevant regulations. A Briefing note on this subject was presented to the Plenary Session about two months ago.SDG 14 on life below water, with a major standard called « FLUX » on fishery catches, implemented as an obligatory standard within the EU and in other countries around the world.SDG 17 on partnerships for the goals where our standards clearly support the implementation of the WTO TFA as just shown.I would also mention the recent publication of our White Paper on Women in Trade Facilitation which was presented two months ago to the Plenary and which directly supports SDG 5 on gender equality.



Activities planned for 2018

• New Programme of Work 2019-2020

• Semantic Hub
• Blockchain project
• Internet of Things
• Support assistance to MSMEs
• Traceability
• Sustainable Procurement
• Sustainable Tourism – Experience

Programmes
• TFIG updates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UN/CEFACT puts special emphasis on developing standards and guidance material that will assist countries and stakeholders to implement trade facilitation measures, particularly those of the WTO TFA. Work will continue on our projects notably on Single Window recommendations (the revision of Recommendation 33 which has made a good start; the Single Submission Portal project and the Core Principles for the Operation of Single Window project).UN/CEFACT continues to strive to be a semantic hub for all data related to trade. We have recently finalized our reference data models on transport and supply chain. These reference data models are subsets of our core component library and provide comprehensive information of transport or supply chain. Over the next year, we will be working on an overarching buy-ship-pay model to link both of these and we are studying the launch of new reference data models for agriculture, travel/tourism, insurance, egovernment…Our Blockchain work has been getting a lot of positive press and this should be finalized before the next Plenary.As you could see on our work to support the SDGs, traceability is a key part of our current work, ensuring that agriculture and derived products comply with regulations and track all of the events that can take place on the supply chain.There is a lot of positive work in the Transport and Logistics area (fill in with your brief comments).And work will continue on the updates of the TFIG as just mentioned. 



Cooperation / Collaboration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UN/CEFACT and its secretariat have undertaken a number of collaboration activities and liaison over this past period.�Within the UN family of organizations, this is often to pool ressources and bring concrete solutions such as the eCMR developed by UN/CEFACT in collaboration with the UNECE Transport Division or the IMO FAL mappings.This is also to bring concrete solutions directly to countries such as the missions to Tadjikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Ghana… and the project with Albania…It is also in order to ensure coherency and interoperability of standards provided by multiple standards organizations, as reflected in our long standing MoU on Electronic Business with ISO, IEC and ITU.All of these are detailed in the report provided to you.



Upcoming events

• Hangzhou Forum, 14-19 October, China
• UN/LOCODE Advisory Group, (During

Hangzehou Forum), China
• Single Window Conference (in partnership

with IPCSA and Morocan Customs), 12-13 
November, Moroco (tbc)

• Team of Specialist in Sustainable
Fisheries, 22-23 November, Geneva (tbc)

• 33rd UN/CEFACT Forum, April 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are some of the upcoming activities planned by UN/CEFACT.We would appreciate your support, attendance and dissemination of these dates and events.



UN/CEFACT 
Where to find documents

www.unece.org/cefact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As always, all of our deliverables are available on the UNECE website, free of charge to all.�UN/CEFACT is putting forward a request to our secretariat to reorganize this website in order to make the comprehension, reuse and visibility of our standards easier for implementers. This will likely be one of the major preocupations over the coming year and beyond, but with Lance and the team at the secretariat, we are confident that we can improve the dissemination of our work through this website.



UN/CEFACT
Where to find documents

https://uncefact.unece.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you are interested in any of the ongoing projects within UN/CEFACT, everything is available on the Confluence pages that we call « CUE » (Collaborative UN/CEFACT Environment)…



Point for approval

• Programme of work 2018-2019 of the 
Team of Specialists in the area of 
Sustainable Fisheries

• (document ECE/TRADE/C/CEFACT/2018/22)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To conclude, UN/CEFACT and its secretariat has one document for your consideration and approval. This is the Programme of Work for the Team of Specialists in the area of Sustainable Fisheries, document …2018/22.The Team of Specialists was created one year ago with the approval of your group with a mandate of two years renewable. As a Team of Specialists, they require a Programme of Work in order to describe the work that they will be doing over the next two years, which is the reason for this document.�The Team of Specialists has met several times in Face-to-Face meetings over the past year; they plan another meeting in November. They are progressing the work of the FLUX standard and its dissemination.�We would appreciate your consideration and approval of this document.



Thank you

Sue PROBERT
Chair UN/CEFACT 
sue.probert@dial.pipex.com
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